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Predictive modeling has attracted significant attention from the most if not all of risk management
researchers. Especially the methods and algorithms of time series analysis remain an important tool
and is widely applicable in financial econometrics for assessment and prediction of risk. Most non
linear models satisfy the assumptions needed to apply nonparametric asymptotic theory. Sampling
variations of the conditional quantities are studied by simulation and explained by asymptotic argu
ments for the first-order nonlinear autoregressive processes. The paper deals with the identification
and prediction problems of the autoregressive models of nonlinear time series. We will remind that
assumption about normal distribution of time series allows to calculate the conditional expected
value of phase variable as linear functional of its past values { Xt, s < t} . We should deal with the
estimation of unknown function in nonlinear difference equation of the first order with usual kind
of information about the distribution law. In many applied problems of regression analysis for time
series already in simplest case
(1)
where �n is a random error of observations, (i.i.d.) on the average equal to the zero. For searching
for the function f(xn) we consider the model in which unknown function depends of the elements
of Markov chain. We can write that the conditional expected value of random variable looks like
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f(xn), that determines non-linearity of functional
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dependence Xn+l from Xn . The next step is to investigate the Markov chain built on the equation
Un+l
h(un) + g(un)�n+li which is closely connected with equation (1). rso we need to express
the functions h(un) and g2 (un ) through the transition probabilities. For this purpose the main task
is to find the transition probabilities of Markov chain on the basis of observed values of the time
series.
If we denote R(l) as the set of matrix of Markov chain's observations L lllkjll, (k,j 1, . . . , m)
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l with the initial state Uk of the Markov chain, then the unbiased
having property I: lkj
k,j=l
from state Uk to state U1 for l steps is [1]
estimates of transiti?n probabilities
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